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A tiny BIT OF CONTEXT
I feel like I know what to do next.

This was a waste of time.

That was very helpful!

Too many papers and too little direction.

I don't get it.

I've never used the college website before and now I will use it more.
WHAT GIVES?

What is concrete and load bearing?
What is soft and fluffy?
What could crumble?
FAILURE MAKES US FLEXIBLE.

Try + Practice rather than A or F

Flexibility + Extensibility
There may be a risk, but there's also a reward.

What am I assuming someone will know when I put together these directions/this flyer/this post about technology?

How will I explain this term/idea/piece of tech to someone with a different experience or reference point than me?

How can I provide other access points to this skill/activity/experience?
ADVENTURE is out there
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